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Teaching academies in research-intensive universities: How are learning cultures and SOTL strengthened?

Åsa Lindberg-Sand, Johan Geertsema and Maria Larsson

In this presentation we investigate the development of teaching academies (TAs) in research-intensive universities. We consider variations in the approach to TAs in a group of thirteen research-intensive universities, focusing on TAs in the six that have set up one of their own. We seek to understand how these TAs may underpin the development of learning cultures through SoTL. Our project is part of a larger endeavour in a global network of research-intensive universities to understand how teaching and learning are strengthened at these institutions.

To obtain an overview of existing TAs, a questionnaire was issued via email to the centres for academic development at thirteen research-intensive universities. The questionnaire consisted of open-ended questions relating to the motivations for establishing / not establishing a TA, their funding source, selection criteria, and expectations. A deeper analysis from a social-cultural perspective (Wenger 1998) of two of the academies presented earlier (Authors 2017) showed that neither of them could be described as a community of practice. However, both supported the teaching aspect of the academic identity at each university, though in very different ways.

The aim of this presentation is to describe the variation covered under the umbrella of “teaching academy”, and to specify different approaches to strengthen learning cultures through SOTL. Our results show that most of the research universities took such initiatives, but not all of them labelled their approaches as a TA. The initiatives covered by the label displayed different meanings of “academy”, and moreover constituted a broad array of activities. At a policy level, the choice of the label “teaching academy” for very different activities, shows the intention both to prioritize and increase the visibility of the complex efforts needed to support the further development of teaching in research-intensive environments, where learning cultures include both teaching and research.
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